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Exercise 1: (Fast decoder) (4 points)
The construction of the fast n-decoder (with the logarithmic delay) is given in the textbook on
page 20. In the exercise you need to construct such a decoder for n = 4 and calculate cost and
delay of it.

Exercise 2: (fast forwarding circuit) (4 + 4 + 2 points)
In the lecture we have built a forwarding circuit capable of result forwarding from 3 stages. The
construction can obviously be generalized for an s-stage forwarding with s > 0. The data selection
is then performed by s cascaded multiplexors. Thus, the delay of this implementation of an s-stage
forwarding engine is O(s). However, these s multiplexors can also be arranged as a balanced binary
tree of depth dlog(s)e. Let the signal hit[j] denote that a circuit stage j has the data for forwarding.
The signal top[j] indicates that the data in stage j is valid (i.e. it is the most recent copy of the
data found in the pipeline). The signals top[s−1 : 0] can be used in order to control the multiplexor
tree.

1. Construct a circuit TOP , which generates the signals top[s − 1 : 0] using a parallel prefix
circuit.

2. Construct an s-stage forwarding engine using the balanced multiplexor tree and the circuit
TOP .

3. Prove that the delay of your forwarding engine is O(log(s)).

Exercise 3: (Understanding scheduling function) (2 + 2 points)
The meaning of the scheduling function I(k, t) = i can be understood as follows: in cycle t instruc-
tion i is being executed in stage k, i.e. registers of stage k − 1 have the data used for execution of
instruction i in the circuit stage k, and registers of stage k have the data from the previous instruc-
tion (if there is one). The main statement of the correctness theorem for the pipelined machine is
formulated in the following way. Let I(k, t) = i, then

Rt
π =

{
Ri
σ R is visible

Ri−1
σ R is not visible and fulltk

1. Give intuitive explanation why do we consider configuration i − 1 (and not i) in case of
invisible registers.

2. Let registers of stage 2 of the pipelined machine in cycle t have the data resulted from
execution of instruction j. In what configuration(s) of the sequential machine registers (some
of them invisible) PCσ, Cad.2σ, Cad.3σ, gprσ have the data resulted from execution of
instruction j?
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